Let p : E -> B be a locally trivial fiber bundle between closed manifolds where dim E > 5 and B has a handlebody decomposition. A controlled homotopy topological structure (or a controlled structure^ for short) is a map /: M -> E where M is a closed manifold of the same dimension as E and / is a p~ι (ε)-equivalence for every ε > 0 (see §2). It is the purpose of this paper to develop an obstruction theory which answers the question: when is f homotopic to a homeomorphism, with arbitrarily small metric control measured in B? This theory originated with an idea of W. C. Hsiang that a controlled structure gives rise to a cross-section of a certain bundle over B, associated to the Whitney sum of p : E -• B and the tangent bundle of B.
1.
Introduction. In §3 we define a semi-simplicial complex Roughly, an ^-simplex of S?{p : E -• B) is an n-parameter family of controlled structures on p : E -> B. The study of the homotopy relation in <9*(p : E -> B) was initiated in [Hi, §8] . 
COROLLARY 2. The set of path components π o^( p : E -> B) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of vertical homotopy classes of cross-sections of p : E -> B.
Under this correspondence the class of the identity on E in n^{p : E -* B) corresponds to the vertical homotopy class of a naturally defined zero-section s : B -+ E. This cross-section is defined in §5. Therefore, the following result follows from Corollary 2 and the results from [Hj] mentioned above (and which are discussed in further detail in §3).
COROLLARY 3. Associated to every controlled structure f : M -> E there is a cross-section of the bundle p : E -• B which is vertically homotopic to the zero-section s : B -• E if and only iff is p~ι(ε)-homotopic to a homeomorphism for every ε > 0.
In order to understand the vertical homotopy classes of crosssections of p : E -• B, it is of course necessary to understand the homotopy groups of the fiber &{π : R m x F -+ R m ). This is the subject of the forthcoming paper [HTW] .
The study of controlled equivalences between topological manifolds was initiated by Chapman and Ferry [CF] . Chapman [Q] , [C2] and Farrell and Hsiang [FHi] , [FH 2 ] have studied controlled equivalences into bundles.
Quinn's celebrated work on "ends of maps" [Q1-Q7] deals primarily with controlled simple homotopy theory, controlled pseudo-isotopy theory, and controlled surgery theory. The author's versions of controlled Whitehead spaces and controlled pseudo-isotopy spaces [H 3 ] can be shown to be homotopy equivalent to spaces of cross-sections using the methods of the present paper. In this setting the fiber has already been analyzed [H 2 ]. Quinn has informed the author that this cohomological approach (i.e., the cross-section interpretation) to controlled simple homotopy theory and controlled pseudo-isotopy theory is just "Poincare dual" to his homological approach and that he worked out the details of this correspondence some time ago. Moreover, Quinn's work is much more general in that the control map p need not be a bundle projection and the control space B need not be a manifold. On the other hand, Quinn's work on controlled pseudoisotopies [Q 4 ] concerns only a single pseudo-isotopy rather than nparameter families of pseudo-isotopies as in [H 3 ]. Quinn has also pointed out that the results in [C2] and [FH2] on controlled structures can be derived from [Qi] .
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Gromov's immersion theoretic machine as delineated by Siebenmann in [KS, Essay V] . It would be useful for the reader to be familiar with that reference. In addition, the reader would benefit from being familiar with [AH] .
The main technical tools on which this work rests are the author's previous results on approximate fibrations [Hi] . Approximate fibrations arise here as follows: if / : M -> E is a controlled structure, then pf:M-+Bisan approximate fibration. As mentioned at the beginning of this introduction, this paper is based on an idea of W. C. Hsiang. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Hsiang for explaining to him the correspondence between controlled structures and cross-sections of the associated bundle.
Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper p : E -• B will denote a fixed locally trivial fiber bundle with fiber F. We assume that E and B are closed manifolds, E has dimension k > 5, and B has a handlebody decomposition. The handlebody decomposition assumption on B is required because of the use of the results from [Hi] . It is now known that all manifolds except nonsmoothable 4-manifolds have handlebody decompositions [Q3] . We let m denote the dimension of B. We make no assumptions on the fiber F. Of course, R m xF is a manifold and F is a compact ANR.
We now recall some definitions. Let / : X -> Y be a proper map (i.e., inverse images of compacta are compact) between locally compact separable metric ANRs and let a be an open cover of Y. Then / is an a-fibration provided that given any Z and maps
for each z and fG is α-close to F. If / is an α-fibration for every open cover a of Y, then / is an approximate fibration [CD] . If e > 0, then ε also denotes the open cover of Y by balls of diameter ε. Thus, we also speak of e-fibrations.
The proper map / : X -• Y is said to be an a-equivalence (where a is an open cover of Y) if there exists a proper map g : Y -> X such that fg is α-homotopic to idy and gf is /~1(α)-homotopic to id r where the homotopies are proper and f~ι{a) denotes the open cover of X defined by f~l(a) = {f~ι(U)\Ue a}.
In this paper a, fiber preserving (f.p.) map is a map which preserves the obvious fibers over an ^-simplex A n . Specifically, if p : X -• Δ Λ , σ : Y -• Δ w , and /: X -* 7 are maps, then / is f.p. if σf = p. Usually the maps p and σ will be understood to be some obvious projections and will not be explicitly mentioned.
3. The space of controlled structures. In this section we define 5?{p : E -• B) 9 the space of controlled structures on p : E -* B. This space is defined as a semi-simplicial complex and the reader is referred to [M] for information about semi-simplicial topology.
A typical ^-simplex oϊS?{p :
for some n so that the projection R 00 xΔ^Δ" restricts to a fibering M -• Δ Λ with closed /c-manifold fibers,
(2) / is fiber preserving over Δ π , (3) / is a f.p. (p x idj-^εj-equivalence for every ε > 0. This last condition can be rephrased to say / is a f.p. map such that / is a homotopy equivalence and (p x id)/ : M -> B x A n is an approximate fibration (see [H 2 , Lemma 2.1]). This fact will be used repeatedly below. Note that S*(p : E -> B) satisfies the Kan extension condition [M, p.2] .
The definition ofS^(p:E-^B) given above differs slightly from the definition given in [Hi, §8] . The two different complexes can be shown to be homotopy equivalent using the methods in [H 3 , §3] . However, we will not use that equivalence here. Instead, we will sketch a proof of an analogue of [Hi, Theorem 8.1] .
For notation, let / : 
/ is a f.p. (p x id)~1(ε)-equivalence for every ε > 0, (4) /r^Δ" x {0}) = M x {0} and ^(Δ" x {1}) = ΛΓ x {1}, (5) f\M x {0} = / and /|7V x {1} = g, [Qi] ]. Now use [Hi, Theorem 7 .5] to find a f.p. homeomorphism H :
It is not hard to see that h has the desired properties. For the proof of the converse, we refer the reader to the proof of [Hi, Theorem 8 
α 
/ is fiber preserving over Δ n , (3) / is a homotopy equivalence and (p x id)/ is an approximate fibration.
Note that S^(B) is just the complex 5?{p : E -* B) of the previous section. x Δ " τhe onl y problem with this definition is that it is conceivable that the map f~ι{p~ι{N\)
x Δ") -• A n is not a bundle projection. However, the next lemma takes care of this problem. This is the reason why S? was defined only over interiors of compact manifolds. [Hi, Theorem 7 
Here /7^ denotes projection to E. One can verify that / (2) / is (p x id)" 1 (ε)-close to / x id, (3) / = gH~ι over P~H^i) xΔ w x [0,1]. Unfortunately (p xid)/ need not be an approximate fibration. However, one can use [Hi, Theorem 5 .1] to find an f.p. map / : 
It might be worth noting that the proof of the proposition above can be used to prove a homotopy extension property for approximate fibrations. Although we will not need this result, we state it for the interested reader. 
The final proposition of this section shows that certain restrictions are homotopy equivalences. PROPOSITION 
IfX is a simplex in B (linear in some chart) and x G X y then the restriction r : S^{X) -• <9*{x) is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. We will show that r* : π n S^(X) -* π n 5?(x) is an isomorphism for each n > 0. The basic geometric fact which makes this true is that there are isotopies of B which shrink X arbitrarily close to x.
Let C denote an open chart in B which linearly contains X. In order to show that r* is surjective, let / : M -• p~ι(U) x A n represent an element of π n S^(x) where U is the interior of a compact codimension 0 submanifold of C which contains x. Let V be an open subset of B containing x such that cl(F) c U. Let h : B -> B be a homeomorphism such that h \ V -id, h is compactly supported in C, and X c h{U). Since the bundle p : E ^ B is trivial over C, it is easy to construct a homeomorphism h : is -• E such that ph = hp and Λlp" 1^) = id. Then the composition (/*xid)/: M -* ?" 1 (/*(£/)) xΔ" defines an element of ^^(X) whose image under r* is [/] . The reader should observe that (h x id)/ has the required control because h covers a homeomorphism of B.
In order to show that r* is injective, let / : M -• p~ι(U) x A n and g : N -+ p~ι(U) x A n represent elements of π n S^(X) where U is as above except now X c £/. If / = g in π n <5*(x) 9 then there is an interior W of a compact codimension 0 submanifold of U which contains x and an (n + l)-simplex in S?{W) which connects the restrictions of / and g. Let h t : B -• /?, 0 < ί < 1, be an isotopy supported in U such that λ 0 = id and X c h\ (W) . Construct an isotopy h t : E -• £", 0 < £ < 1, covering /*/ such that /z 0 = id.
Then (h\ x id)/ and (h\ x id)g are equal in π n 5? (X) . Using the isotopy h u it is easy to see that / equals (h\ x id)/ and g equals (hi x id)# in τr w^( X). α
5. An associated bundle and its space of cross-sections. In this section we construct the bundle p : E -+ B whose space of cross-sections turns out to be homotopy equivalent to S^(p : E -• B). We will use the terminology of [M, Chapter IV] .
For notational simplicity, we will assume in this section that B is a polyhedron with a fixed triangulation. Thus, we can think of B as a semi-simplicial complex with one non-degenerate n-simplex for eacĥ -simplex of B. If B happens to be non-polyhedral, then we could achieve the same end by replacing B by its singular complex.
Recall that F is the fiber of the bundle p : E -> B. Thus, the group of the bundle is %"{F) 9 the space of all homeomorphisms of F onto F.
Fix a topological tangent bundle of B, p\ : TB -• B, where TB c B x B is a neighborhood of the diagonal and p\ is projection onto the first coordinate. The fiber of this bundle is R m and the group is TOP m , the space of homeomorphisms of R m onto R m which fix the origin.
For each simplex σ of 2?, fix local trivializations hi : σ x R m -• p^ι{σ) and h% : σ x F -> p~ι (σ) . By first defining these over vertices and then inductively working up the dimensions of the simplices of B, we can achieve the regularity conditions [M, p. 77] 
MnR°°x{(b,t)}.
The construction above defines a semi-simplicial map T(E) -τ S?{p : E -> B) which is clearly an isomorphism.
6. Passage to germs. In this section we show that no information is lost when a tangentially controlled structure / : M -> TB Θ E is restricted over a smaller tangent bundle neighborhood T'B of AB in 5x5. Recall from the previous section that the space τS^{p : E -> B) of tangentially controlled structures is just the space of cross-sections of a bundle p : E -• 5 with fiber S^{R m x F). Our goal is to show that p : E -> 5 is fiber homotopy equivalent to a bundle with fiber 
/is fiber preserving over Δ w , (4) / is a homotopy equivalence and (π x id)/ is an approximate fibration where π : T x F -+ T is projection. Another such situation, denoted by f and given by
is equivalent to / provided there is a neighborhood T" of the origin such that T" cTn V and / = /' over T" x F x A n . We will show in Proposition 6.6 below that the natural map γ :
, is a homotopy equivalence. We first need some preliminary results. Remarks on Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 3.1. It is understood that R m is given the standard metric. One only needs to check that the relevant results from [Hi] 
) = id, (2) (π x id)gh is δ-close to /, (3) h is a homeomorphism over g~ι(Bψ x F x A n ), then h is f.p ((π x
id)^)" 1 (ε)-homotopic rel p~ι(dA n ) u f~ι(B™ x F x A n ) u /- 1 ((R m \# 7 m ) xF xA n )
to a map h : M -+ N which is a homeomorphism over g~ι(B™ x F x A n ).
Proof. First note that by making a small adjustment to h, we may additionally assume that there is a neighborhood A of dA n in A n such that h is a homeomorphism over g~x (R m x F x A). Let Θ : R m -• R m be a radially defined homeomorphism such that θ is supported on B™ 5 \B™ 5 and Θ(B™) = Bψ. Then θ induces a f.p. homeomorphism θ:R w xΔ w^Rm xΔ Λ such that θ|(R m x dA n ) = id and θ|(R w x {t}) = θ for each ί in Δ w \^. OnR m xi the action of θ is phased out in such a way that θ is supported on (B^5\B^5) x int(Δ Λ ). Of course, there is also a f.p. isotopy Θ s : id ~ θ, 0 < s < 1, with the same support as Θ. Now use [Hi] 
(π x id)gh is δ 0~c lose to f, (3) h is a homeomorphism over g~l(B!p x F x
Proof. Given β 0 > 0 choose <?/ > 0, / = 1,2,3,..., so small that YJ%\ $i < e o an< i so that δi+\ is less than the δ(δi) given by Lemma 6.3. By Lemma 6.3 there is a f.p.
where Ai is a homeomorphism over g~ι{Bψ x F x A n ). Use Lemma 6.3 again to find a f.p.
where h 2 is a homeomorphism over g~ι{Bψ x F x A n ). Continue in this manner to construct maps hi, i = 1,2, 3,..., so that H = lim/^oo Λ/ is the desired homeomorphism. The reader should consult [Ci, pp. 327, 328] and [H 2 where ε > 0 is as small as we want. This comes from the proof of Lemma 6.4. Note that Lemma 6.4 cannot be invoked directly because we do not start with a globally defined map h : M -> N. We do, however, have the identity
Since H is defined by engulfing moves which repeatedly shrink and stretch radially, this clearly suffices. Now H can be used for the homeomorphism in the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2. D
We are now ready for our first main result. That is, the restriction gi of g to N Π (R°° x dtA n ) is an (n -l)-simplex of <9>{R m x F) for / = 0,1,..., n. Let f denote the restriction of / over <9/Δ w for i = 0,1,..., n. Finally, suppose that γ{gi) = f for each / = 0,1,..., n, a condition that we write briefly as γ(g) = df. We will show that there is an n-simplex g of S?(R m x F) such that dg = g (i.e., dig = gi for i = 0,1,..., n) and γ(g) ~ / rel d. This (for all Λ) will imply that y* is an isomorphism.
First note that by passing to a smaller neighborhood of the origin in R m , we may assume that f = g over T xFxdA n .
We may further assume that there is a homeomorphism e : T -> R m such that e\ Γ o = id for some neighborhood TQ of the origin.
Consider the composition It is clear that / is an n-simplex of S^(R m x F) and, since / = / over ΓoxFxΔ", that γ(f) = /. It also follows that f=g over T o xFxdA n . Now g is easily constructed by using Lemma 6.5 to build a collar between df and g. This must be done inductively, working upward through the dimensions of the simplices of dA n . D
We now proceed to globalize this result. We begin by defining the semi-simplicial complex ^τ5^{p : E -+ B), the space of germs oftangentially controlled structures. Atypical rc-simplexof ^τS^{p: E -> B) is an equivalence class / represented by a diagram , then there is an obviously defined restriction map r : τ*5^(t7) -• τS^{V). In the usual way we can define τS^(X) for any compact subset of B by passing to germs (i.e., by taking direct limits).
Recall from the discussion of the previous section that &τSP{p : E -• B) (which is the same complex as τ<9*(B)) is just the space of cross-sections of the bundle p :Έ -• B. It is then clear that τS^(U) is the space of cross-sections of the bundle p\ : p~ι(U) -> U and that the restriction r : τ^(U) -• τS^(V) corresponds to restricting cross-sections.
Because of this cross-section interpretation of τS^{U), the proof of the following proposition is rather obvious. This is remarkably different from the situation in §4. PROPOSITION 
The functor τS? satisfies the following sheaftheoretic conditions:
( Before we commence with the definition of the differential, we will fix some notation. Recall (from §5) that we have a fixed topological tangent bundle p\ : TB -+ B with zero section ΔB c TB c B x B. Now choose a homotopy r t :TB -* TB, 0<t< 1, such that Let U be the interior of a compact codimension 0 submanifold of B. Thus, «^(C/) is defined. We now proceed to define the differential d : <9*{U) -> TiS^(t/). Fix a tangent bundle neighborhood 71/ about AU in U x U with p\ : TV -+ U projection onto the first factor. We may assume that TU is sufficiently close to AU that TU cTB.
Form the Whitney sum p : TU Θ ρ~x(U) -> (7 of the bundles /?i : 
is an approximate fibration for each x in U x A n . Using these three facts, it is easy to use the argument of Lemma 4.1 to deduce that q is a bundle projection. D Now consider the following diagram: 
with (7T/θ/?-1 (£/))xΔ n , the commutativity of the diagram above says that (d\f t dιf)
:
. This diagram represents an n-simplex in
Proof. First note that the fact that M is in U x R°° x A n instead of R°° x U x A n is no real problem. Second note that the diagram commutes. This is seen by observing that q = (p\X id)d\f by definition and that (p x id)df = (p\ x id)d\f by the nature of the Whitney sum. Now, thanks to Lemma 8.1, it only remains to check that each "slice" of df (over an element of U x A n ) is the right kind of homotopy equivalence (as required by the definition in §7). For this, it suffices to show that each slice of d\f is an approximate fibration and that each slice of d^f is a homotopy equivalence.
To this end, note that if
And d\f\q~ι(b, t) is given by the composition 
The first map (idx/)| is a homotopy equivalence because it is the restriction over the open set p~ι(p^ι(b)) of the map / which is a /^(εj-equivalence for every ε > 0.
Is it not hard to see that the second map {f\ | x id)| in the composition is also a homotopy equivalence. It follows that d2f\q~ι{b, t) is a homotopy equivalence as required. D
We have therefore succeeded in defining a semi-simplicial map d : . Here s t : U x F ^ U x U x F, 0 < ί < 1, is a homotopy such that (1) s t is fiber preserving over the first U factor for each ί, (2) *o = id, (3) s t \AU x F -id for each ί, Note that s t depends on f t and h. We would like to replace s t by a strong deformation retraction s t where S\ :UxUxF-+UxUxFis given by ίi(wi, u 2 , y) = (wi, «i, y). If we do this then we have a new map d : <9"(x) -> τό^'{x) which has the appealing form J/ = id^/ x/. Using the fact that the space of strong deformation retractions is path connected, it is easy to construct a homotopy d 1 ~ d. We are now ready for the result. Proof. First recall that r : S^{X 2 ) -+ ^{X\ Π X 2 ) and r : τ^(X 2 ) -> T^(XI Π X2) are Kan fibrations. Denote the fibers by A\ and ^4 2 respectively. Consider the following commutative ladder whose rows are the fibration sequences of these fibrations and the vertical arrows are induced by d. The five lemma implies that d : A\ -> A 2 is a homotopy equivalence.
We also have the fibrations r : S^(X { U X 2 ) -> <9>(X\) and r : τS?(X\ U X 2 ) -* τS?{X\) whose fibers we denote by 2?i and B 2 , respectively.
The following diagram commutes.
I'
The right vertical arrow has just been shown to be a homotopy equivalence. The horizontal arrows are homotopy equivalences because Proof. The proof is by "handle induction."
Step 1. If X C B is a simplex (linear in some chart), then d :
• τ^ΛQ is a homotopy equivalence. Choose x in X and consider the commutative diagram i The vertical arrows are homotopy equivalences by Proposition 4.5 and Proposition 7.2, respectively. The bottom arrow is a homotopy equivalence by Theorem 8.3. Hence, the top arrow is a homotopy equivalence.
Step 2. If X is a finite polyhedron in B (linearly embedded in some chart), then d : £?{X) -> τS?{X) is a homotopy equivalence.
This follows from Step 1, Lemma 9.1, and induction on the number of open cells of X.
Step 3. If X is a compact subset of B contained in some chart, then d : S^{X) -• τS?{X) is a homotopy equivalence.
This follows because X is the nested intersection of polyhedra for which Step 2 applies.
Step 4. d : 5^[S) -» τS?{E) is a homotopy equivalence. This is because B is the finite union of compacta for which
Step 3 applies and whose pairwise intersections are also covered by Step 3. Thus, one uses induction, Step 4, and Lemma 9. Proof. This follows from Corollary 9.3 and the definition of τ£7{p : E -> 5) in §5. D Note that Corollary 9.4 is just a restatement of Theorem 1 in the introduction.
